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Abstract
Intellectual Property (IP) is in high demand for Property Law, Climate Change and Management involving in-demand
intangibles, on which Indigenous Knowledge (IK) is based. Contemporary legislations unravel inadequate legal definitions
shared with Indigenous Peoples, tribal peoples, and local communities. Consequently, mistrust and confusion about laws
and regulations protecting indigenous intellectual property and environmental management occurs.
Indigenous Knowledge involves native plants, traditional use, and prophylaxis, which until recently were devoid of
significant scientific value. In the wake of innovation and competition to monopolise knowledge, non-Indigenous Peoples
developed contractual strategies to overlook surrounding legal complexities on flora protection and ancestral practices.
Then rightful creators of innovative by-products remain unassisted or marginalised from legal protection.
Disruptive education to misconstrue intellectual property principles must adapt to embrace Indigenous Knowledge as an
intangible asset to be protected from environmental misappropriation. Our legal framework must include the lawful owners
of useful Indigenous Knowledge.
Universities offered tailored formal education on Property Law and environmental policies. It is important to adapt courses
that may promote capacity building for tribal and Indigenous Peoples and, in the process, strengthen social awareness for
assimilated concepts of property flowing from Western education and colonisation values.
There is an urgent need to tackle old public policies that enhance trade and commerce, aiming for monopolist results in the
market.
We propose embracing the interdisciplinary aspects involving innovation and practical solutions connected to Indigenous
Knowledge as a holistic right that applies to climate change mitigation and respect for endemic flora and fauna. The method
concentrates on non-traditional visual and interactive modules to be fully inclusive in our jurisdictions.
This novel approach would consider the minutiae of legal interpretation and administrative procedures that affect intangible
property protection. Consequently, a comprehensive course on intellectual property from the Indigenous Knowledge’s
perspective will avoid offering a fallacious connection between international trade and local prosperity for all.
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